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EDITORIAL DEPARTM ENT NOTE
The development of a uniform system of accounting and its
acceptance by most of the members of an industry cannot fail to
yield dividends in the form of comparative figures which will be of
value to all members of the industry. There are a few groups such
as the United Typothetae of America and the Controller's Congress
of the National Retail Dry Goods Association which have gone
further than most other groups in collecting, analyzing and making
available these comparative figures for their industries. In another
field, the hotel industry, public accountants specializing in this particular type of work have contributed greatly to the development of
accounting methods and the collection, analysis and presentation of
industry statistics. In spite of considerable variation in detailed
accounting methods, the hotel industry has achieved a considerable
degree of uniformity in the classification of accounts and the form
of financial statements, which provides the foundation for comparative statistics. The two articles in this issue of the Bulletin describe
the accounting methods most generally followed in the hotel field.
The author of our first article, Thomas J. Hogan, is Supervisor
for Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co., New York City, a public accounting
firm which specializes in hotel accounting. A graduate of the Pace
Institute in 1928, Mr. Hogan spent three years as Cost Accountant
with the Behr - Manning Corp. before entering the public accounting
field with Haskins & Sells in 1931. In 1932 he joined his present
company as Tax Accountant. Mr. Hogan is a New York C. P. A.
and, in addition to his membership in N. A. C. A., is a member of
the Accountants' Club of America and the New York Society of
C. P. A.'s.
Our second article is somewhat of a condensation of a thesis prepared by James A. Wilson as a student at the Wharton School of
Commerce & Finance of the University of Pennsylvania. Since his
graduation in 1938, Mr. Wilson has served with the public accounting
firms of Haskins & Sells and Horwath & Horwath and is at present
employed as an Accountant with the General Chemical Co, of New
York City.
COPYRIGHTED BY THE
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
COST ACCOUNTANTS
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U S E O F T H E UNIFORM SYSTEM IN HOTEL
ACCOUNTING
By Thomas J. Hogan, Supervisor,
Harris, Kerr, Forster & Co., New York, N. Y.
r

r

HE hotel business, in general, has adopted the Uniform Sys•`` tem of Accounts for Hotels as the standard system of accounting to record their respective operating and financial transactions.
The system is sponsored and approved by the American Hotel
Association of United States and Canada. While there are no
available statistics as to the proportion of the hotel trade using
this standardized system, it is quite evident that a majority of the
hotels use the uniform system as outlined or with minor variations. It has become so well recognized that many legal documents
pertaining to hotels, such as leases, indentures, contracts, etc., provide that the accounts of the particular company shall be kept in
zxcordance with the Uniform System. I think we are all agreed
that it is an ideal situation when the terminology of the various
<<ccounts indicates to everyone concerned exactly the type of items
contained therein, particularly when the classification of an item
determines the rights of parties to an agreement.
Data Relative to Uniform System
The first edition of the Uniform System of Accounts for Hotels
was published in 1926 and met with a nation -wide demand that
J'ar exceeded original expectations. In 1932 it was deemed advisable to prepare a revised edition embodying the changes suggested by past experience and present -day conditions. The revised edition was published in 1933 and the system outlined therein constitutes standard practice today.
The uniform system serves two purposes —
( 1 ) it provides a classification of accounts which may be
adopted by any hotel regardless of size or type, and
( 2 ) due to standardization of the accounts, comparisons
may be made between several hotels or groups of hotels.
The manual was designed in a form adaptable to all hotels, large
or small, including the European plan, American plan, apartment
1411
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and resort hotels. Of course, each type of hotel has its peculiarities and the standard system provides for the problems of each
type. Each hotel should therefore select the schedules and accounts that are required for its use and eliminate those which
do not apply in the particular case.
Benefits of Uniform System
In connection with the purposes of the uniform system, it seems
to be quite obvious that the preparation of a standard system of
accounts, which may be adopted by any type of hotel, serves a
very useful purpose. Firstly, it gives to the management a system
which was designed by a committee of men with years of experience in the hotel business. It is the result of the thoughts and
efforts of a group of men familiar with the practical conditions of
the trade. Further, the expense of installing a system is kept at a
minimum and the strain, effort and expense in connection with
the personnel problem is reduced considerably. An hotel using
the approved system will find that the new employee either will
be familiar with the system or grasp the accounting technique
and terminology of the trade more quickly due to the completeness
of the uniform system manual.
The second purpose of the uniform system, which is the promotion of the standardization of accounts, in order that comparisons
may be made between hotels, is of extreme importance to hotel
managements and financial interests. Most everyone will agree
that it is not only interesting, but financially valuable to be able to
compare the operations of a particular hotel with the results of
other hotels of the same type. The operating management has the
benefit of the operating ratios and statistics of other units in reviewing their particular situation and determining future policies.
On the other hand, the financial interests can measure the efficiency of the management of the organization which they control.
In cases where information is interchanged, it is usually arranged
through a third party. Also, the consent of the respective managements is received and the identity of the respective hotels is
not disclosed.
In general, the hotel trade has been fairly cooperative in the
exchange of operating and financial information and there have
been many comparative studies made. Of course, in making com1412
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parisons, it is essential to compare hotels of similar character.
The most important points to be considered in determining the
similarity of hotels when the operations are to be compared, are
as follows:
i. Type — transient, apartment, resort, etc.
Proportion of restaurant and room sales to total sales.
3. Number of rooms in hotel.
4. Average rate per room.
5. Location (in some cases) .
2.

The financial and statistical data interchanged between hotels
usually contains information of the following nature:
i. Percentage of occupied rooms to total rooms.
Average rate received per room and the increase or decrease when compared with a prior period.
3. Cost of sales to sales.
4. Ratios of operating departmental expenses to departmental sales.
5. Ratios of indirect expenses to sales.
6. Cost per occupied room per day analyzed as to direct departmental expenses and indirect expenses.

2.

Hotel Balance Sheets
The balance sheet account classifications for the average hotel,
whether or not they are using the uniform system, reflect only a
few accounts peculiar to the industry. Let us n ow t ake a few
rainutes to review these peculiarities.
Hotel accounts receivable are generally classified into two major
groups, namely— Guests' Ledger Accounts and City Ledger Accounts. The guests' ledger usually consists of those balances due
to or from parties occupying rooms in the hotel. The city ledger
embraces the open accounts transferred from the guests' ledger
when guests depart without finally settling their respective accounts and the accounts of patrons of the hotel who, though not
occupying rooms at the hotel, use certain facilities of the hotel,
such as the restaurant and have the charges therefor charged to
their accounts. In some hotels a suspense ledger classification is
used. Accounts grouped under this caption are accounts which
1413
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are deemed doubtful of collection, exclusive of current guest and
city ledger accounts.
An explanation of the asset account, "Trade Advertising Unused" and the liability account, "Trade Advertising Due Bills"
might be in order. Trade advertising is the practice under which
a hotel issues due bills payable in hotel accommodations in payment for advertising. The account, Trade Advertising Unused on
the balance sheet represents the contract value of advertising still
to be published under trade advertising contracts. Trade Advertising Due Bills outstanding represents the amount payable on
unexpired due bills for advertising.
Sometimes, the valuation of linen, china, glass and silver inventories for balance sheet purposes presents a problem to the
accountant. The valuation of unused (in stock) linen, china, glass
and silver at cost is common practice. In t he case of "in use"
equipment, physical inventories should be taken. Valuations of
"in use" inventories are not standard. However, based on general practice, the following percentages of cost would be considered equitable in the ordinary course of operation —china 75 per
cent, silver 50 per cent, linen 50 per cent. Glassware in use, which
is in perfect condition, may be valued at full cost. The inventory
as taken should not include chipped or cracked china and glassware, and linen which is considerably worn. Of course, it must
be remembered in making the foregoing valuations, special circumstances in a particular case must be considered.
Most hotels, in order to provide for the loss and depreciation
of linen, silver, china and glass which occurs during the year, set
up reserves monthly for these items. The generally accepted basis
of setting up the reserves is a percentage of sales based on the experience of the particular hotel over a period. The reserves are
usually closed out at the end of the year.
Hotel Profit and Loss Accounts
The uniform system provides for the classification of income
and direct expense accounts by operating departments and groups
indirect operating expenses under the heading, "Deductions from
Income." Rent, taxes, building insurance, interest on mortgages,
etc., are grouped under the caption of "Capital Expenses" and
are presented in a separate schedule. However, capital expenses
1414
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1Nhen presented on the profit and loss statement are either shown
individually or grouped in such classifications as may be desired.
The operating departments of an hotel may be compared to the
producing departments of a factory. The rooms, food and bever;age departments furnish shelter, meals, drinks, etc., for the public.
The deductions from income such as administrative and general
expense, advertising and business promotion, etc., are comparable
•:o the overhead centers of a factory, as they represent burden dis-xibutable to operating departments.
A pro -forma summary of profit and loss statement prepared in
accordance with the Uniform System is submitted, as Exhibit i.
In addition to the foregoing departmental summary of profit
and loss, it is also current practice to prepare a condensed state ;nent of profit and loss classified as to income and expenses. A
:pro -forma statement of this type is submitted, as Exhibit a.
It would be impractical to bring within the scope of this article
listings of the various expense classifications for each department.
In general, it might be stated that the operated departments are
zharged only with those expenses which are very definitely applicable to each department. Further, the operated departments
are not charged with proportionate parts of expenses which, while
definitely applicable, are not readily apportionable, such as cost of
electricity, cost of steam, etc.

Distribution of Overhead
On occasions, accountants have been known to criticize the fact
that hotels do not distribute overhead expenses to the operating
departments as previously mentioned. This criticism is usually
offset by the arguments that —
( i ) a hotel sells its accommodations, services, etc., for whatever the current market will allow, and
(z ) the management of an hotel controls costs and expenses
and efficient management is measured not only by the
ratio of direct costs to selling price, but also by the ratio
of indirect expenses to sales.
The accountant who insists that indirect expenses should be apportioned can accomplish his objective and still retain the prin1415
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* Supported by departmental sub - schedules.
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*Rooms Department:
Rooms Sales
Rooms Expenses:
Salaries and Wages
Other Rooms Expenses
Total Rooms Expenses
Rooms Department Profit
*Other Operated Departments:
Food and Beverages
Cigar Stand
Newsstand
Candy and Soda Shop
Telephone
Valet
Check Rooms and Wash Rooms
Porters
Barber Shop
Beauty Parlor
Baths
Florist
Guests' Laundry
Total Other Operated Departments
Profit or Loss
Total Operated Departments Profits
*Other Income
Gross Operating Income
*Deductions from Income:
Administrative and General Expenses
Advertising and Business Promotion:
Purchased
Trade
Heat, Light and Power
Repairs and Maintenance
Total Deductions
House Profit
*Store Rentals
Gross Operating Profit
*Rent, Taxes and Insurance
Profit Available for Interest and
Depreciation
*Interest
Profit Before Depreciation
*Depreciation and Expense Amortization
Net Operating Profit (or loss) for
Period
*Other Additions or Deductions
Net Profit (or loss) for Period

Year Ended
Dec. 31 Dec. 31
1938
1937
$

Month of
Dec.
Dec.
1938
1937
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Month of
Dec.
Dec.

Net Sales and Other Income:
Rooms
Food
Beverages
Telephone
Other Income
Store Rentals
Total Net Sales and Other
Income
Operating Expenses:
Salaries and Wages
Employees' Meals
Cost of Food Sold
Cost of Beverages Sold
Laundry
Music
Rooms Department, Sundry Expenses
Food Department, Sundry Expenses
Beverage Department, Sundry
Expenses
Telephone Cost and Expenses
Electric Current (Net)
Steam
Water and Ice (Net)
Engine Room Supplies and Expenses
Advertising — Purchased
Advertising —Trade
Insurance (Exclusive of Building)
Provision for Doubtful Accounts
Other General Expenses
Replacement of Linen, China,
Glassware and Silver
Repairs and Maintenance
Social Security Taxes
Miscellaneous
Total Operating Expenses
Gross Operating Profit
Deductions from Operating Profit:
Rent, Real Estate Taxes, Interest and Building Insurance
Profit (or loss) Before Depreciation and Amortization
Depreciation and Amortization
Net Profit (or loss)

1938

EXHIBIT 2
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1937

Year Ended
Dec. 31 Dec. 31
1938

1937

SALES
...............
LESS:
Cost o f S a l e s . . . . . . . . .

GrossProfit . . . . . . . .

-P
00

Tot al
$500,000.00
82,000.00

........

Ro o m s
$320,000.00

Fo o d
$100,000.00

Be v e r a g e s
$25,000.00

Cigar
Stand
$10,000.00

Barber
Shop
$15,000.00

Tele p !e o n e
$28,000.00

........

50,000.00
$ 50,000.00

8,000.00
$17,000.00

8,000.00
$ 2,000.00

1,000.00
$14,000.00

15,000.00
$13,000.00

$ 4,000.00
1,000.00
150.00
200.00
1,000.00
100.00
1,000.00

$ 1,000.00

$ 8,000.00

$ 2,000.00

50.00
......
......
......

.250.00
800.00
400.00

......
......
......

200.00
100.00
......
......

......
......
......
.:....
......

......
......

......
......

250.00

50.00

......
550.00

......
150.00

........

DI REC T DE PA RT ME N TAL EXPENSES:
Salaries and Wages...
Employees' Meals ....
So c ia l S e c u r i t y T a x e s .
Laundry .............
Music . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lin en . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
China and Glass......
Si l ve r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
L n if o rm s
...........
C le a n in g S u p p lie s . . . .
D r y Clea ning . . . . . . . .
Guests' Su p li es . . . . . .
Printing and Stationery
K it c h e n F u e l . . . . . . . . .
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . .

$ 98,000.00
6,000.00
3, 000. 00
7,000.00
4,000.00
5,500.00
3,000.00
1,500.00
1,700.00
800. 00
1,100.00
700.00
11,000.00
2, 000. 00
9,000.00

$ 68,000.00
2,000.00
2, 000. 00
5,000.00

3,000.00

$15,000.00
3,000.00
500.00
1,000.00
3,000.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
500.00
300.00
500.00
200.00
3,000.00
2,000.00
5,000.00

To t a l D i r e c t D e p a r t mental Expenses . .

$154,300.00

$ 95,000.00

$ 38,000.00

$ 8,000.00

$ 1,100.00

$10,000.00

$ 2,200.00

DEPARTMENTAL
PROFI T

$263,700.00

$225,000.00

$ 12,000.00

$ 9,000.00

$ 900.00

$ 4,000.00

$10,800.00

$ 64, 000. 00

Ap p o r t io n

in eq u it a b le p ro p o rt io n .

15,000.00
35, 000.00
20, 000. 00

Ap p o rt io n
Ap p o r t io n
Ap p o r t io n

in eq u it a b le p ro p o rt io n .
in eq u it a b le p ro p o rt io n .
in eq u it a b le p ro p o rt io n .

DEDUC TI ON S FROM I N C OM E:
A d m i n i s t r a t i ve a n d G e n e r a l D e t a i l . . . .
Advertising and
Bu s i n e s s Pr o m o t io n
De t ai l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
H e a t , L ig h t a n d P o w e r D e t a i l . . . . . . . .
R e p a ir s a n d M a i n t e n a n c e D e t a i l . . . . . .
To t a l D e d u c t io n s f r o m I n c o m e . . . . . .
Gross Operating Profit ...............
C API T AL EX PE N S ES (R EN T, TA XE S ,
!NSU RANC F., ETC.)
............
Net

Pr of it

.........................

. 4,000.00
.......
500.00
1,000.00
500. 00
500.00
500.00
8,000.00

$134, 000. 00

Sundry
$ 2,000.00

y

C�

50.00

;

$ 2,000.00

` G

$129,700.00
75,000.00

Ap p o rt io n

in eq u it a b le p ro p o rt io n .
� O
w

$ 54,700.00

EXHIBIT 3
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ciples and benefits of the uniform system by preparing a profit
and loss statement presented as Exhibit 3.
As will be noted, the foregoing statement retains the operating
departments with their respective departmental results after direct
expenses, in accordance with the uniform system. However, it
will be further noted that the indirect expenses under the caption,
"Deductions from Income" may be distributed to the operating
departments. No doubt, if a detailed study of the respective expenses included under deductions from income was made, these
expenses could be apportioned without such allocation being too
arbitrary.
For example; the distribution of electricity could be made by
having meters record the electricity and steam used in the respective departments; compensation insurance could be pro -rated
based on payroll, electric bulbs could be charged to the departments in which they are used, etc.
Similar to businesses of other types, hotels maintain records for
income, expenses, cash receipts, cash disbursements, etc. However, as is to be expected, there are certain forms and terminology
peculiar to the hotel business.
Let us now review in a brief way, the accounting records and
forms of the average hotel.
The two major operating departments of the average hotel are:
( i ) The Rooms Department, and
The Food and Beverage Department.

(2)

Accounting for Rooms Revenue
The acounting control of the rooms revenue begins with the
registration of the guest. The registration cards are usually numerically controlled. From this record, a guest ledger account is
opened and the room rack is marked that the room is rented, the
name and address of the guest and the rate to be charged. The
guest ledger account usually provides space to record the guest's
name, address, room occupied, rate to be charged, account number
and /or registration card number. A typical guest account card is
presented as Exhibit 4. Each night the night auditor reviews the
individual accounts and posts thereon the room charges applicable
thereto.
1420
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The total of rooms revenue as charged by the night auditor
should be in agreement with the total as shown by the room and
count sheet. This sheet consists of a listing of each room in the
hotel with the charges to be made to guests for occupied rooms. It
should be prepared from the room rack previously referred to by
a night clerk other than the night auditor. The following morning
the room and count sheet is compared with the housekeeper's reports of rooms occupied by a clerk in the accounting department.
Any differences should be satisfactorily explained. The housekeeper's reports consist of printed sheets on which are listed the
rooms on each floor. As the maids clean the rooms, they mark
the respective rooms on the sheets as to whether or not they have
been occupied.
Similar to the accounting control used by manufacturers, the
control of food and beverage operations begins with the purchasing and receiving of the merchandise. However, in the average
hotel purchase orders are not issued for the purchase of day to
day food supplies. When food or beverages are received, they are
checked as to quantity and quality. Perpetual inventories of food
items are not usually kept, but on the other hand, very complete
perpetual inventories are maintained for beverage items.

Control of Food and Beverage Revenue
The control of food and beverage revenue is obtained by means
of checking machines and waiters' checks. Checking machines
are similar to cash registers. However, instead of recording a
cash receipt they record the sales value of all merchandise leaving
the kitchen or served from the bar. The totals as shown by the
machine registers are checked with the revenue as shown by the
summaries of the waiters' checks prepared by the restaurant
cashiers. The form of summary may be either adding machine
listings or the more formal record known as restaurant cashiers'
sheets. Each cashier is required to balance the charges and cash
receipts with the total of the waiters" checks. Of course, the waiters' checks are numerically controlled and the registers of the
checking and cash register machines are controlled by the accounting department. Daily, a clerk in the accounting department
known as the controller, checks out the various register readings
1421
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with the totals of the waiters' checks and the cashiers' sheets, investigating any differences.
From time to time during the day the various operating departments, such as the food and beverage department, the telephone
department, the valet department, etc., forward charge slips for
charges to guests to the front office for posting on the guests' accounts. Each night a departmental record of all charges is forwarded to the front office together with any remaining charge
slips for charges to guests. The night auditor (who comes on duty
usually at midnight) makes such additional postings to guest accounts as are necessary and verifies the postings previously made.
The night auditor also makes the postings for the room charges
from the information noted on the guest's account when the ledger
account is opened, as previously explained.
The credits to guests for cash receipts and the charges for cash
advances are posted from a front office cash sheet on which transactions of this nature are recorded by the clerk on duty who
either received or paid out the cash.
Credits for allowances are posted from duly approved allowance vouchers.
Postings may either be made by hand or by machine. When
postings are made by hand, the hotel usually has a transcript or
control sheet, on which the various charges and credits to a guest
are summarized.
After making the postings of room charges for the day and
verifying postings of other charges, it is important that the night
auditor verify that the totals per the transcript sheet are in agreement with the respective totals of charges and credits of the respective departmental sheets that are applicable to the guests' accounts. It is also important that a trial balance of the guests'
accounts be taken to prove that the total thereof is in agreement
with the total of balances due, as shown by the transcript.
In the cases where an hotel uses the front office machine system, the postings to the guests' accounts are made directly from
the departmental records without the preparation of the transcript. The machines have registers to record the totals of each
department's revenue, receipts and disbursements for guests, etc.,
which should prove to the totals of the departmental records, etc.,
similar to the proof made when a transcript is in use.
1422
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Daily Reports
The departmental revenue records, the front office cash sheets,
the transcript or the front office machine tapes and control card
are forwarded to the accounting department each morning. They
are then thoroughly reviewed by the accountant and controller,
after which review they are summarized as a daily report, which
is given to the management each day. Most daily reports in addition to showing the summary of revenue also give statistics relative to the operations, such as number of arrivals, number of departures, house count for the day, percentage of occupancy, average room rate, number of covers served at each meal, average
receipt per cover, etc. This information is usually submitted in
comparative form showing the same day last year and the month
to date in comparison with the corresponding period of the prior
year. The daily reports also usually give data relative to cash
balances and accounts receivable. Some hotels have a daily report which provides for a daily estimated profit and loss statement.
The payroll system and records of an hotel consist of the usual
time cards, departmental time books, payroll sheets and employees'
earnings records. However, due to the fact that many employees
receive meals, lodging and tips, the payroll sheets and employees'
earnings cards provide columns for these items, in order to compute the total remuneration which an employee receives.
The purchase system and records of the average hotel consist
of the requisition for purchase, the purchase order (except for
certain food items as mentioned previously), the receiving record,
the invoice and the purchase book or voucher register. The only
record with some peculiarities to the hotel business is the purchase
book or voucher register, which has a columnar lay -out suitable
to the hotel business.

Conclusion
Based on the reception that the uniform system has received in
the hotel trade, it has proven to be a logical solution to the accounting problems of the trade. It constitutes an authoritative
basis, which can be relied upon as representing standard practice
and meets the needs of both the operating and financial executives.

1423
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The accounting forms and system data presented herewith are
typical of the practice in most hotels. Of course, it must be
realized that the forms presented would vary in some details to
meet with the requirements of a particular hotel.

HO TEL ACCOUNTING
By James A. Wilson, Jr., Accountant,
General Chemical Co., New York, N. Y.
hotel business has come a long way since its beginnings in
T HE
the "Jolly Taverns" of Chaucerian times. "Lodging is all a
hotel has to offer its guests in order to come under the definition
of an inn, the name still applied to hotels in legal terminology."'
What difference from the popular conception of a hotel to-day!
Modern hotels, offering even more conveniences than our own
homes as well as almost innumerable other services, are a far cry
from their medieval predecessors.
As a prominent hotel chain advertises, the hotel to -day is "your
home away from home." The amazing growth of the business
since the World War has resulted in thousands of new, luxuriously furnished hotels, designed to serve every conceivable need
of the guest. Restaurants, laundries, valet service, garage facilities, cigar and newstands, telephone service, and porter service
are necessary adjuncts of every hotel of any conceivable size,
while the larger establishments offer, in addition, a barber shop,
florist, ticket agency, library, gymnasium, a public stenographer
and notary public and a beauty parlor. Besides these many facilities, most metropolitan hotels house numerous stores fronting on
the street and sublet these to all classes of merchants.
Departmental Organization
An organization as complex as this could naturally not be run
haphazardly. Consequently, departmental organization has been
developed to a high degree.
Departments in a hotel may easily be divided into two classes.
The rooms and restaurant departments are representative of the
1

"Hotel Accounting," Horwath and Toth, p. 3.
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or

income - producing group. Also included are the minor defirst,
partments, such as the telephones, laundry, cigar stand, and so
forth, depending on the size of the hotel. These departments must
provide all the revenue for the operation of the hotel.
The accounting and engineering departments are the principal
and often the only members of the second class, the service or
non - revenue producing departments, although large hotels may
have a separate department in charge of advertising, business
promotion and publicity. These departments, as well as the general administration of the hotel, are dependent on the first group
for their operation, but are nevertheless an essential part of the
organization.
The engineering department is responsible for the maintenance
and upkeep of the property. Included in its multiple duties are
the providing of heat, light, power and refrigeration, the painting
and repairing of the individual rooms, elevator operation, watchman service, plumbing and the general improvements and betterments of the building.
Importance of Accounting
Upon the efficient operation of the accounting department depends much of the success of the hotel.
"Many business men fail to appreciate the full function of
accountancy. Frequently they think it is limited to the recording of profit and loss and of the facts necessary for preparation of a balance sheet. Both of these duties lie within
the scope of accountancy but it also should provide a means
of preventing losses resulting from failure to record transactions and from misappropriation or wasting of assets. It
also should be so applied as to segregate profitable from unprofitable activities.112
Thus it can be seen that in accurate accounting lies the key to effective hotel management. Despite the fact that managers sometimes may feel that the details of accounting work unnecessarily
clog the routine of daily operations of the hotel, they nevertheless
rely on the auditor or chief accountant for the answer to difficul2 Daniel J. O'Brien and Charles B. Couchman, "Hotel Administration,
Accounts and Control," p. 18.
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ties or as an aid in determining the likely success of projected
innovations.
In probably few other industries is there such a vast amount
of detailed accounting necessary as in the hotel business. A separate record must be kept of every one of the hotel's many guests;
moreover, these records must be kept up to the minute, so that
the guest can get his bill at any time. In addition, besides the
general books of the hotel, there must be complete records kept
of all stores, their receipts and disbursements; there must be separate records for each income - producing unit; and there must be
records for all handling of cash.
The complexity of the business only adds to the difficulties
which accounting must be called on to solve. Without accurate
and reliable accounting methods, it would be virtually impossible
to co- ordinate the work of the departments. Since it is necessary
that all the charges from other departments must be put on the
guest's bill, which is kept at the front office, it is obvious that there
must be a system to insure correct reporting of these charges.
Although there are many differences in the various systems used,
it is safe to say that no hotel of any size to -day exists without a
definite accounting procedure of some sort to fulfill this need.
Control Through Accounts
This complexity brings about another problem which naturally
follows it. With almost countless people having the responsibility

of collecting cash and making charges against the guests, it is easy
to see that unscrupulous employees might easily cheat the management. Without any check on the individual's actions, this could
be done both by the actual theft of cash and by giving friends
services without charging them. It would be easy, in the absence
of any system, for the employees who handle cash to understate
receipts and overstate expenditures. Naturally, large differences
in cash receipts from one day to the next would soon be noticed,
but since the transactions are so numerous, thefts of small
amounts would go unnoticed, although in total they might represent a huge sum.
Similarly, room clerks could easily allow friends to occupy
vacant rooms without charge if there was no check on their ac1426
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tions. Waiters, too, could omit charges from the restaurant and
bar checks, in the absence of any system.
The losses which might occur, due both to dishonesty and to
slipshod methods could readily outweigh any gains accruing
through the efforts of progressive management to effect savings
in operation costs. How these losses are prevented in actual practice will be shown later; suffice it to say now that control of some
sort is obviously needed.

Records Not Centrally Located
Unlike some businesses, hotels do not have their accounting
records centrally located. The accountant's office contains only
the general books of the hotel, with the many journals and subsidiary records located throughout the building. These records
are kept by:
i. The front office.
The storeroom and receiving rooms.
3. The bar and restaurant.
4. The minor income - producing units.
5. The engineering and other non - productive departments

2.

Undoubtedly the most important are those kept by the front
office. Here are kept the daily cash books, the guests' registration cards, and the guests' bills, which constitute in effect an accounts receivable ledger. In addition, all charge slips and tickets
from the other departments are sent to the front office to be
charged to the guest's bill and are stored there to be checked
by the night auditor, who makes out a daily transcript of all income from the various departments.
The storeroom keeps a record of all supplies received and disbursed. This is accomplished by means of receiving books, issuance books, and inventory accounts for each commodity. Control
of the inventory necessitates accurate accounting; the procedure
followed to attain this control will be discussed later.
Sales of food and liquor as well as cash receipts from the sales
are recorded in the restaurant and bar. The cashier's report,
which lists sales, cash receipts and charges, is merely a summary
of the individual waiter's checks. The reports of the cashiers of
the minor departments are similar, but in many cases there are no
1427
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checks for individual sales. In this case a cash register usually
serves the purpose of the checks and, in fact, suit the needs better
where the business is on a strictly cash basis, as in the cigar stand.
The engineering department records consist merely of job
tickets or slips and a summary sheet. They are important, however, in that the charges for work done by the department must
be properly classified. In like manner are the records kept by
other non - productive units, such as the house laundry (if it is
separated from the guest laundry) and the print shop. Advertising and promotional expense records are kept by the central
accounting force.
The Night Audit
The great amount of detail resultant from these many records
and the need for control, previously mentioned, necessitates an
elaborate system of checking. One of the most important of these
checks is the night audit of the books, which is made by the night
auditor. Every evening it is his job to audit the guests' accounts
by ascertaining "that all charges as they appear in the departmental sales records have been properly charged to the guest's
accounts.' 3 He does this by checking the summary sheets of the
various departments against the tickets and charge slips which
form the basis for these records. This work must naturally be
done at night so as not to interfere with the regular routine of
the organization, and it must be done nightly in order that the
guests' bills may be correct, up -to -date and ready for presentation
to the guest at any time he desires to leave. The summary sheets
or transcripts which he prepares as a result of his work forth
an important part of the hotel's records, notably for the purpose
of comparison with past records. Each day's performance is
compared with that of the same day of the previous month and of
the previous year. Any great differences are thus easily noticed
and subsequently investigated.
The Controller
It is the duty of the controller to make a complete check on all
income of the preceding day. While the night auditor checks to
see that charges to the guests' accounts are correctly made, the
3

Ernest B. Horwa th and Lou is Totli, "Hotel Accou nting," p. 147.
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controller investigates the origin of these charges in detail and
checks the actual cash disbursements and receipts. He also tests
the accuracy of the night auditor's work.
The controller's principal work is with the restaurant. Supervising the checkers and cashiers, he daily audits the revenue
records of the department. Various methods are used to check on
the accuracy of the restaurant records, but all are based on the
same principle. A record is kept of all issues of food and this is
compared with the unit sales records. This naturally prevents
non - recording of sales, since the figures then would not jibe.
Bar records are checked in the same way. Minor departments,
selling solely on a cash basis, are checked simply by comparing
the cash register readings with the cash report the controller receives.
By no means is the above a complete discussion of the control
procedure, which is reserved for detailed analysis later. Rather it
simply summarizes one of the outstanding peculiarities of hotel
accounting, which differentiates it from general accounting methods and serves as proof of the argument that hotel accounting is,
in some of its phases, unique.
Allocation of Expenses
A third major peculiarity of hotel accounting is the unusual
method by which expenses are apportioned. Most concerns try,
as far as possible, to segregate fixed charges in certain definite
ratios to the various departments. Many bases are used for the
different expense items. For example, rent is usually charged
against the departments on the basis of floor space, while light,
heat and power requirements are split on the basis of approximate
amounts used. And so it goes with the other fixed charges.
Such is not the case with hotels. The individual departments
are charged only with the running expenses which are definitely
direct, such as the salaries of the departmental employees, the cost
of food for the restaurant, and the linen expenses for the rooms.
All the fixed operating charges are deducted from the "gross
profit" figure of the hotel as a whole. Included in these charges
are repairs and maintenance, advertising, administrative expenses,
and heat, light and power. The resultant figure is called the
"house profit," but even at this point all expenses have not been
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deducted. A final class of charges, called "capital expenses,"
which are those that continue regardless of whether the hotel is in
operation, are lastly subtracted to get the net profit figure.
It can thus be readily seen that many departments which show a
profit tinder this arrangement would not do so if charged with
their share of the fixed charges. Why then is this method followed? The answer is simple enough. All hotel men realize that
the rooms must provide sufficient revenue to run the hotel. The
other departments chiefly contribute to the overhead. By the use
of this arrangement, it is easy to find out what amount each department is "contributing."
PROBLEMS OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT
Despite the ever increasing growth of the hotel business, the industry seems to lag behind other lines of endeavor in profitability.
In the vast majority, hotels at present return but little on the capital invested and many are operating at a loss.
What are the reasons behind this condition? Certainly adequate facilities are demanded by the public. Increasing travel has
resulted in increasing need for hotel service, and yet only a small
number of hotels show a fair return on investment. The answer
to the difficulties seems to lie in the satisfactory solution of the
managerial problems which now plague hotel operators.
By far the most important problem is that of selling the rooms.
As has been stated before, rooms must be counted on to furnish
the major portion of a hotel's revenue and must carry the fixed
charges.
"There are two measuring rods that may be used to gauge
either the progress or retrogression of a business. One of
these is the activity —the number of units manufactured,
commodities produced, the turnover, or the extent of its
services rendered. The other is the price factor —the dollars received for units or commodities produced, or the
services rendered. Both factors must be considered together,
or the perspective might be definitely out of focus."'
No more aptly could the twofold problem of selling the rooms —
occupancy and room rates —be stated.
4 "T re nds in
Ma rch 20, 1937,

the

Hotel Business," p. 1 Ha rris, Kerr, Forster & Co.,
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Occupancy
Occupancy is the measure of hotel activity and is expressed as
a percentage. This percentage is found by dividing the number of
rooms occupied during a certain period by the number available
for occupancy in the same period. All managers strive for a high
percentage, with ioo per cent being perfection. In actual practice,
however, the average figure for a representative group of hotels
throughout the country is surprisingly low. It has never exceeded
8o per cent on a yearly basis since 192o, and has dropped to as
low as 51 per cent in the mid - depression years of 1932 and 1933•
With so much space lying idle, it is not hard to see why hotels are
in continued financial difficulties.
It must be noted, however, that a percentage of over ninety
would be almost impossible in any transient hotel. Most hotel
regulations allow overnight guests until 6 p. m. of the following
day to vacate their rooms. Consequently, rooms which will be
available for sale that evening cannot be sold during the day, and
so the hotel often loses many guests who cannot get a room on
their arrival during the day and so go elsewhere. That this policy
can be changed is doubtful, since the public has become accustomed to having the use of the room for the day following their
overnight stay.
Another factor which adversely affects the occupancy percentage is that many hotels are located in "four -day week" cities. In
other words, occupancy always drops over the week -end, from
Friday through Sunday. This decrease cannot be blamed on the
hotel management, but rather on the location of the hotel. Even
with percentages over eighty -five for the four good days, the
poor showing over the week -end pulls the weekly average to seventy -five or lower. Almost all hotels in cities which are not major
entertainment centers experience this difficulty.
Room Rates
Although occupancy may be increased by other methods, such
as improved facilities and new comforts for the guests, the most
commonly used manner is a reduction in the rates. Often the results of such a policy, followed haphazardly, are disastrous. It is
obvious that the greatest room revenue comes from an ideal com1431
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bination of rate and occupancy, but what the ideal combination is
cannot be determined except by experience.
It can be easily seen that a reduction in room rates from four
to three dollars per day must result in at least a 25 per cent gain
in occupancy in order to get the same room revenue, and this is
omitting the very probable possibility that increased occupancy
will mean higher operating costs. Often managers, in their desire
to bolster their occupancy figure, ignore this simple mathematical
process in deciding on their plan of action and then find to their
dismay that while occupancy has increased, the gain has been
more than offset by the lower rate.
Causes of Rate Reductions
Many times, however, especially in recent years, reduction in
rates has been forced on the managers and has not been because
of any decision on their part. One of the reasons for this is the
great number of hotels operating in the hands of receivers. Interested only in protecting the equities of the bondholders in the face
of continually declining room occupancy, the receivers frantically
grabbed at any straw in sight and consequently rates were cut.
There was then nothing left for the operators of the still sound
hotels to do but to follow suit and a vicious circle was started.
An important cause of the hotels going into the hands of receivers was their top -heavy capital structure. The average ratio of
borrowed money to the total investment of thirty hotels studied by
Horwath and Horwath was 70 per cent. This meant that the
bonded indebtedness more than doubled the capital stock of the
hotels. In contrast, the average for one hundred different corporations was only 23 per cent, less than a third of the hotels' figure
and even the railroads and public utilities, notorious for their high
fixed charges, had mortgages amounting to only 48 per cent of the
total investment. Thus, when the depression came many of these
hotels were unable to meet their interest charges and so went into
receivership.
Even in cities where hotels had withstood the effects of the depression fairly well, the intense competition for the declining business resulted in reduced rates. As one hotel accountant said,
rather cynically, "The hotel managers get together and decide that
rates must be maintained or increased. Then, when the meeting is
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over, they go back to their own hotels and figure out how they are
going to cut their own rates to take business away from the other
fellow."
Still another reason for the reduction of room rates has been
the constant decline in the condition of the hotels during the past
few years. Forced to forego repairs because of the decreasing
business, hotel managers have seen their establishments deteriorate
to the point where the public was unwilling to pay the same prices
as they had previously. Since improvements were out of the question because of the lack of available funds, the only solution lay in
lower rates. The competition of newer, more elaborately furnished hotels has had a similar effect on the older establishments.
Naturally, construction dropped to almost nothing during the
worst years of the depression, but many hotels were erected in the
boom years of 1928 and 1929, and there was a revival of building
activity in 1935• These new hotels offer so much more to their
guests that the old ones must cut their rates to retain their share
of the business.
Problem of Limiting Expenses
A second major problem which faces hotel management is that
of limiting the running expenses or reducing them if possible.
Obviously there are certain fixed charges which remain the same
despite changes in the volume of business of the hotel, but on the
other hand, many economies may be effected through a reduction
in the costs of operation which vary with volume. Managers,
however, usually turn all their attention to increasing their business and often ignore the possibilities of savings through decreased costs.
Labor Costs
Since the payroll is the largest single expense item among the
variables it is subject to foremost consideration. Even a hotel of
medium size has two hundred or more employees on the payroll,
so it can be readily seen that a decline of any consequence in the
business of the hotel will eliminate the necessity of retaining many
of the minor wage earners. For example, if room occupancy
drops precipitously it naturally follows that the management can
dispense with the services of several maids, and the same thing
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holds true with the waiters when restaurant sales show any material decrease.
Of course, managers are loathe to fire employees, especially if
they have been working for any length of time, but when expenses
must be cut the reduction of the working force is often the only
solution. Naturally, only the lower salaried employees are subject to dismissal. In total, however, their wages constitute a large
sum, so any substantial reduction of their number means quite a
saving.
On the other hand, it is almost impossible to lower the wages of
this group. Almost all are members of unions and wages tend to
be uniform. This condition has even brought about higher wages
recently with the increasing labor activity and unionization of additional groups. Thus, dismissal of employees has often been the
only way of reducing the payroll expense.
Other Running Expenses
Several other important expenses met with in the upkeep of
rooms, such as the costs of laundry, linens and guest supplies, may
be cut down when business is slack. These will naturally decrease
somewhat without any managerial control, but close attention can
often result in additional savings. It is easy for such things as
guests' supplies to be wasted if there is no check made on their
use. Rooms must be kept in readiness for occupancy at all times,
however, so that limits the possibilities of savings.
A radical suggestion for effecting drastic savings when occupancy decreases greatly is the shutting off of the less desirable
portions of the hotel. Obviously expenses would be cut radically
by following this plan. The entire section could be isolated from
the rest of the hotel and all expenses for that part except the actual rental or carrying charge would be eliminated. However, a
serious objection presents itself at this point. If such a course of
action is followed it will soon be known by the other hotels and the
resulting unfavorable publicity often may have a bad effect on the
public's opinion of the hotel and occupancy may drop even lower.
In the operation of the restaurant the expense for food and
beverages will naturally drop with a decline in sales. Careful
control, however, can effect economies through the prevention of
waste and spoilage and a check on all issues from the storeroom.
1434
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In cases where the restaurant provides music and entertainment,
this expense may be pruned by the management. When the restaurant is run in competition with night clubs and other places of
entertainment this single item often amounts to over half of the
operating expenses, exclusive of the cost of food and liquors sold.
That the expenditure is at all times wise is doubtful. Reverting
to an ordinary restaurant with no extra attractions may be the
only solution, especially if the department is running at a loss, althought costs may be pared without seriously affecting revenue.
Mak in g Mi no r Dep ar tmen ts Pay

The third important problem of hotel managers is that of making the minor departments pay. Only in the large hotels can the
management hope for a profit in these departments, yet all hotels
must keep them in operation for the convenience of the guests.
Included in this group are the telephone and valet services, the
laundry, and the cigar and newsstand. Although other services
may be offered, these are demanded by the public.
To provide these services and yet avoid losses, most of the
smaller hotels either turn over the business to outsiders or lease
space to independent operators as concessions. The first method
is followed with the laundry and valet services. Outside companies do all the work, the hotel merely collecting the guest's
clothing and receiving a percentage of the income in return for
providing the additional business. The cigar and newsstand is
frequently run on a concession basis, with the hotel again receiving a share of the revenue. By following these policies, the hotel
is assured of a steady, though small, income and does not run the
risk of losing money.
The telephone service, however, obviously cannot be run on
either of these bases, since the hotel must retain telephone connections for its own use as well as for the needs of the guests. Thus
it is almost impossible to derive a profit from this service. In addition to turning over most of the revenue to the telephone company, the hotel must pay the salaries of the operators and the
other miscellaneous expenses connected with the operation of the
department. Some of the deficit is made up by charging a flat rate
of five cents for each local call, and ten cents for each long distance call over and above the price charged by the telephone com-
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pany. Nevertheless, only with a large volume will the service be
profitable, so small hotels must be content to keep the loss as low
as possible.
ACCOUNTING CONTROL METHODS
Speed is the keynote of hotel accounting procedure. The entire
system is built about the one principle that the work must be done
quickly as well as efficiently.
Accuracy cannot be sacrificed for speed, however, so as a result
numerous methods of control have been built up and are now in
extensive use by hotels all over the country. The degree of control
naturally varies with the size of the hotel. A small hotel, with a
relatively stable business, would obviously not have the elaborate
control methods of a large metropolitan hotel such as the "New
Yorker ", which daily takes care of approximately one thousand
arrivals and departures.
There are four distinct phases of control, which will be discussed in the following order:
I. Control of the guests' accounts by the front office.
z. Restaurant and bar controls.
3. Control of minor departments.
4. The controller and the daily audit.

The Front Office
The guest's first contact with the hotel is at the front office. On
his arrival he signs a registration card, giving his name and complete address. The card also has spaces for the clerk to write in
the room assigned to the guest, the rate, the date, the time of arrival and the account number of the guest's bill.
Formerly the work of registration was done in a bound book
or on loose -leaf sheets, but almost all hotels have now discarded
these methods. The card has numorous advantages, the principal
one being that it prevents other guests and outsiders from learning who is staying at the hotel as they could easily do by glancing
at the registration book or sheet. Another big advantage is that
the cards may be stored alphabetically so that the information on
any particular guest can be secured more easily by the management. The card is also easier to handle and contains more information than did the sheets.
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Guests' Bills
Immediately after the guest registers, a bill is made out for him
in duplicate. Again there has been a change from the old method
of using a "visitors' ledger," which has been discarded by all but
the most backward hotels. A great variety of bills are used, but
all fall into three distinct types. The first type consists of two
forms side by side with perforation between them so that they
may be separated. The charges are put into the one form and then
copied on the other
Known a s the "carbon copy" type , the s econd kind of bill saves
a great deal of time. In this type, the duplicate is placed under the
original and carbon paper is inserted between the two forms. T h e
char ges ar e t hus pla ced on the du pli cat e au tomati cal ly. Th er e i s
an ob je ct ion r ai se d t o th is me th od , in th at "the car bon cop y ve ry
often is not fit t o serve as a bill, nor is it a desir able copy for the
hotel's record." 5 The validity of this objection is, however, a mat-

ter of opinion.
A further refinement has come with the development of the National Posting Machine by the National Cash Register Company.
The machine is too expensive for all but the largest hotels, but the
savings it effects are well worth the expenditure for those hotels.
"Such machines post the ledger card and bill at one operation, putting a verification of the posting on the charge
Voucher, all three being inserted at the same time. In addition an audit sheet is printed at the same time which eliminates some of the work in connection with the transcript.
The advantages claimed for these machines are:
" t . They eliminate all hand posting and transcribing.
2 . They mechanically post and extend balances.
3. They distribute the charges and credits.
4. They print four postings at one time in the proper columns of (a ) guest bill; (b) account card; (c) charge
voucher; and (d) audit strip.
5. They automatically add the charges on the proper department totals and the credits on the proper credit totals.
6. They replace the night transcript or abstract with a
printed audit strip record of all transactions. " 6
5
6

Hotel Accounting, p. 115.
Hotel Administration, Accountants and Control, p. 90.
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Naturally the adaptation of these machines has been a big step
forward in simplifying accounting procedure, but they are impractical at present costs except with a large volume of business.
These types of bills are used only for the transient accounts,
which must be kept up to the minute because of the possibility that
the guest may decide to leave at any time. "City accounts" and
lease or permanent ledger accounts are kept in separate ledgers,
with bills being made up at the end of each month. "City accounts" are the accounts of people who do not live at the hotel but
make use of its facilities and those accounts of guests who have
checked out of the hotel leaving unpaid balances. Lease accounts
are those of the guests who might be termed permanent and remain in the hotel over a definitely extended period. Although these
latter accounts are used somewhat in the transient hotels they
naturally constitute the great majority of accounts in a residential
hotel. The permanent guests sign a lease for a period of a month
at a lower rate than that given the transient guests.
Reporting Charges
All charges which the transient guest may incur for such items
as meals, valet service, and telephone calls are posted to his bill as
soon as the vouchers are received from the various departments,
so that the bill is ready for presentation to the guest at any time.
All hotels use essentially the same form of voucher or ticket.
The waiter's check is used for this purpose for restaurant charges
and a simple form of ticket is used for charges from all other departments.
"It is obvious that the departments should forward the
vouchers without delay; there is always the danger of the
guest's checking out before a voucher chargeable to him
reaches the bill clerk."'
G. E. Bennett, in his book "Constructive Accounting" advocates
the use of "accumulation envelopes" for keeping all the charges
against the guest.
Other charges may originate by the room clerk's paying for
packages delivered to the guest or advancing cash to the guest. In
7

Hotel Accounting, p. 117.
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these cases a "cashier's voucher," similar to the other charge
vouchers, is made out and signed by the guest.
The city and lease account ledgers are kept in the accounting
office, but the room clerk keeps a record of all charges to them in
a loose leaf charge journal. Postings to the ledger accounts are
made directly from the vouchers, but the postings are checked
against the journal at the end of the month, thus eliminating rehandling of the vouchers.
Sometimes allowances are made to guests on charges previously
made. In this case an allowance ticket is made out, with a detailed
explanation of the reason for the allowance, and the credit is made
to the guest's account. Obviously, allowances should not be
granted indiscriminately.
A record of all cash receipts and disbursements is kept by the
front office cashier on a daily cash sheet. Disbursements by the
front office have already been discussed, while the receipts consist
of payments by guests on their accounts.

Proving the Guests' Accounts
The correctness of the transient guests' accounts must be
proven at the close of business each day in order that errors may
be quickly discovered. This is the major duty of the night auditor.
In connection with this job he prepares the transcript, one of the
hotel's most important control forms. Beginning work at about
I I p. m., the night auditor first posts all charges which have been
left by the clerk going off duty and all charges which come to him
before the close of the business day at midnight. Usually business
is extremely dull at this time, so he has time to transcribe to a
separate sheet the records of those guests who have departed during the day.
"As soon as all vouchers have been posted, the night
auditor first verifies the correctness of the posting to the
guests' accounts by comparing the accounts with the vouchers. Similarly he checks the cash receipts and allowance
credits.""
This done, he checks W see that room changes have been correctly made and also checks any changes made in rates.
8 Hotel

Accounting, pp. 129 -30.
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Since the room charges are put on the guests' bills at the end
of each business day, this is the next duty of the night auditor. He
then adds all the charges for the day on each bill and brings the
totals forward to the top of the next column. If the last column
on the bill has been used, he makes out a new bill and puts the
balance at the top of the first column.
With preliminary work done, the night auditor begins the task
of transcribing the accounts. Every hotel uses essentially the same
form of transcript. The room numbers, in consecutive order and
by floors, are listed along with the guests' names, along the left
hand side of the sheet; the balance, charge, and credit columns
run from the top to the bottom of the sheet. The transcript is thus
merely a summary of the guests' bills.
By having all the charges of a department listed in one column,
however, the transcript overcomes the difficulty of locating errors,
since the department totals may be checked against the sales records of the departments. Thus any errors will be localized to a
particular department and easily found.
In transcribing each account the auditor merely takes all the
charges from the bill and enters them in the correct columns on
the same line with the guest's name. Separate charge columns
are included on the transcript for rooms, restaurant, and each
minor department, as well as for any cash disbursements or
transfers.
After transcribing all the active accounts, the columns of each
sheet are totaled and placed on a summary sheet. The totals for
the transcript sheet previously prepared for the guests who have
left during the day are also put on the summary. The night auditor then checks the rooms column against the room count sheet,
which is a list of the rooms occupied, and the rates charged. If
any guests had only part -day room charges, the totals of their
charges are now added to the summary. "Rooms rented for part
of the day are known as `uses.' " 9
In order for the departmental totals to check against the sales
records it is necessary to add in the charges made to city ledger
and lease ledger accounts. Obviously it would be of no value to
transcribe each account in the manner used for the transient ac9
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counts, so the night auditor merely takes the totals from each
ledger. Then the columns are added and verified in the following
way:
"z. The `balance brought forward' column is compared with
the `balance forwarded' column of the transcript for the
preceding day.
2 . The total of the `rooms' column is compared with the
room count book or with the room rack.
3. The total of the `restaurant' column is compared with
the total charges recorded by the restaurant cashier.
4. The total of the `telephone' column is compared with the
total of the charges recorded on the traffic sheet or on
the duplicate telephone vouchers.
5. The totals of the `valet', `laundry', etc., columns are compared with the totals appearing in the sales journals of
these departments.
6. The total of the `cash disbursements' column is compared with the total cash payments recorded on the front
office cash sheets.
7. If all transfers have been correctly recorded on the accounts, the total of the transfer debits must equal the
total of the transfer credits.
8. The total of the 'cash receipts' column is compared with
the receipts recorded on the front office cash sheets.
9. The total of the 'allowances' column is compared with
the total of the allowance vouchers made out during the
day.
io. The total of the 'balance forwarded' column is proved
by taking the difference between the totals of the debit
and credit columns." 10
Proving Departmental Records with Transcript
If any of the charge columns do not check by the methods outlined above, the night auditor must compare the departmental sales
records in detail with the transcript. Any errors are corrected on
the guests' accounts and on the transcript. If a voucher is missing
for a charge which appears on the departmental sales record, the
io Hotel Accounting, pp. 126 -7.
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night auditor puts the charge on both the bill and transcript,
writes "no voucher" alongside the charge on the sales sheet, and
leaves a memorandum for the controller.
A more complicated procedure is necessary if the room charges
do not check. The first step is to find out whether the room in
question is actually occupied. Any one of four possible errors
may be the cause of the difference between the transcript and
room count book:
i. The room clerk may have failed to put in a rack slip in
the room rack.
2. The rack slip may not have been removed when the guest
left.
3. The account card may have been lost or misplaced.
4. The cashier may have failed to remove the account card
when the guest paid his bill.
The first two errors would cause the room count sheet or book
to be out of line and could be easily remedied by adjusting the
rack and the room count book. More serious are the second two,
however, since they indicate a mistake in the transcript. If the
account card is missing an intensive search must be made for it
and if it is not found a new one must be made out on the basis of
the preceding day's transcript and the day's charges and credits.
A check of the cash sheets should show that the guest paid his bill
in the case of the fourth error and then it is only necessary to remove the card. If no entry is found, however, the matter must be
reported to the controller for further investigation.
When all errors have been corrected and the transcript has been
proved by the steps previously outlined, it is obvious that the account card balances are correct. The night auditor then prepares
a list of all new bills made out and a summary of front office
cash receipts and disbursements, both of which go to the controller, and, in some cases, prepares a list of overdue accounts for
the credit manager. His work is then finished.
Some hotels use a different method of preparing the transcript,
building up the record from the charge and cash vouchers. The
vouchers are added and the totals checked against the sales records. After this is done, the vouchers are copied on the transcript
by rooms, so that the room rather than the guest is the unit used.
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The balances of the transcript are then compared with account
cards.
Since the departmental records have already been proven by
-hecking them against the voucher totals, it is obvious that any
error can be localized to a particular account and so is much easier
to find. Another advantage of this method is that the night auditor does not have to interfere with the bills until his work is almost completed. This might be quite important in a large hotel
where business continues through the night. There is a disadvantage, however, in that the method makes it difficult to trace the
account of any one guest.

Restaurant and Bar Controls
Hotels may operate their restaurants under either the American
or European plan. Using the American plan, the hotel charges its
guests a flat rate for room and meals, regardless of whether the
meals are eaten or not, so the only problem is to see that no one is
served who is not entitled to the meal. The adoption of the "American plan check system" solves this problem and also gives the
hotel a written record of the meals ordered.
"According to this plan each guest writes out his order for
meals, thereby eliminating many mistakes which occur when
verbal orders are issued and securing for the hotel many
economies in the operation of the dining room." 11

a

Most modern hotels, however, now operate under the European
plan, charging the guest for his room only and allowing him to eat
where he pleases. Therefore "a more elaborate system of accounts
is necessary to secure the proper checks and balances for the din1112
ing room la cart service.
Under the European plan restaurant sales are controlled either
by a simple check of the gross profit or by one of the several
checking systems. The first method is followed in residential and
small transient hotels, where the volume of business does not warrant the use of a checking system. Under these conditions the
restaurant is merely a necessary evil, operated solely for the convenience of the guests and usually at a loss. Naturally, therefore,
11
12

Roy B. Kester, Accounting Th eo ry a nd Pra ctic e, Vol. 3, p. 4 89.
G. E. Bennett, Constructive Accou nting , p. 433.
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managers have adopted the theory that their first duty is to eliminate excessive controls which require more salaries.
A simple and effective check has been developed, however,
which detects losses of any large amount through fraud or theft.
The gross profit ratio is established by comparing sales with purchases for a certain length of time, "and when this ratio has been
established, a sudden change in proportion should be carefully investigated." 13 Naturally, this method does not show who is responsible for the loss, but it does put the management "on guard."
Checking Systems
There are three major types of checking systems, with an important variation of the third type. Most favored is the "automatic checking machine" system, used by the larger hotels. The
waiters check is put in the machine which prints the items and
prices as well as the total on it and also prints the figures on a
paper tape. The second system involves the use of a checker's
sheet and dies. The checker stamps the prices on the check and
sheet simultaneously with a double die by placing the check alongside the sheet. Duplicates are used in the third type, the checker
stamping the prices on both the check and the duplicate, which he
retains. All systems have the following characteristics:
i. The waiters use numbered checks which are made so that
any changes can be detected.
a. Prices are stamped on the checks by checkers who inspect
the food as it leaves the kitchen.
3. All used checks and cash are turned in to a cashier who
lists the checks received on a sheet.
4. The checker keeps a record of all checks used and issued
to the waiters.
5. Responsibility for every check is definitely fixed.
6. Sales are audited by seeing that checkers record jibes
with waiters checks and that all checks are accounted for
which have been issued.
Thus the only essential differences in the systems are the type of
record kept by the checker and the method of stamping the prices
13
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on the checks. It must be noted too, that even those hotels which
use only the gross profit control use Points i and 3 as a control
over cash.
Procedure
The checker is responsible for issuing the waiter's checks, which
he receives on requisition from the controller's office where they
are stored. The checks may be in one numerical series or each
waiter may have his own series of numbered checks. At the beginning of each day the checker gives each waiter a certain number
of checks, which are signed for in a "waiter's signature book." The
waiter then assumes responsibility for the checks issued to him.
When the waiter serves a customer he goes to the kitchen and
gets the fool required and then takes his tray to the checker who
inspects it and puts the items and prices on the check by one of
the three methods described. After the customer has finished his
meal, the waiter takes the check to either the checker or cashier
for adding. The total is put on either by machine, by a die stamp,
or by hand with a colored pencil. In any case the total should be
so made that it cannot be changed.
The waiter then presents the check to the customer, who either
signs it or pays it in cash. When the check is returned to the
waiter he takes it to the cashier, who stamps "cash" on it if the
guest has paid and "charge" if the customer has signed. The
check is stamped so that part of the imprint is put on the check
proper and part on the stub which is attached to the bottom of
the check. The stub is then returned to the waiter who is then relieved of all responsibility as long as he can produce the stub. He
is usually required to keep it for three days.
The cashier keeps a record of all waiters' checks which he receives on loose sheets, which show the details of each check.
"By giving the waiter the stamped stub bearing the same
number as the waiter's check, the dining room cashier assumes responsibility for the check as well as the cash turned
in with it." 14
Thus the responsibility for missing checks is definitely fixed.
14 Hotel

Accounting, p. 59.
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With machine checking, a report of register readings must
necessarily be included with the register tape to complete the original control records. These take the place of the checker's sheets
and the duplicates used in the other systems.
A variation of the duplicate system is known as the "Whitney
System ", which operates without checkers. Under this method the
checks and duplicates are priced by the waiters, who leave the duplicates with the cooks as receipts. The fault with this system is
that the cooks pay little attention to the duplicates, being more
concerned with preparing the meals. Obviously the system should
not be used if the waiter collects the cash.
All sales records are sent to the controller. These are as follows:
i. Waiters' signature book.
Cashier's record of checks turned in to him.
3. Checker's report, duplicates, or tape and register reading
report.
4. Detailed record of voided sales by checker.
2.

Control of Beverage Sales
Beverage sales to restaurant customers are checked by the same
methods employed for checking the food. Since the waiter does
not pass the checker after leaving the bar, however, it is necessary
for him to get a requisition for the drinks from the checker, who
prints the items on the bill at this time. The requisition slips are
presented to the bartenders, who keep them as evidence that the
drinks have been given to the waiter. When the bar is run separately the cashier usually acts as checker, but otherwise the procedure is the same. Of course, if the bar is large enough a separate checker may be employed.
That control of food and beverage sales has been considered
important for some time can be seen from the following statement
which was made in 1 9 1 2 :
"The waiters will have triplicate books for the meals and
drinks supplied, one form being handed to the office, one to
the kitchen or the storekeeper as the case may be, whilst the
third form remains in his book for reference; each of these
three are, of course, numbered with the same number." 1®
is Alfred Nixon and J. H. Sta gg, Acco un tin g and Bank in g, p. 30 6.
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It can be seen, of course, that this system, if it can be called such,
prevented only theft of food and in no way checked on the charges
made to the guests and the cash received.
Control of Minor Departments
Many hotels at the present time do not operate their minor departments, but turn over the privilege to a concessionaire. The
department may be leased either on a straight rental basis or by
an arrangement whereby the hotel gets a certain percentage of the
gross income as a commission.
In cases where the minor department does a strictly cash business and is operated by the lessee on a rental basis it is obvious
that there is no need for control by the hotel, since the department
is entirely independent. Control is necessary, however, if the department does any charge business with the hotel's guests or if the
hotel receives a percentage of the gross income, as well as in the
cases where the hotel operates its own departments.
Control methods are simple under all arrangements. If the department sells only for cash, as is usual with the cigar and newsstands, the installation of a cash register together with a daily
check on the inventory of the department provides sufficient control. It is essential, however, that the management make sure that
the cash register is not tampered with and that register readings
are checked at least once a day.
If the department operates solely on a charge basis, the records
necessary are a sales record book and vouchers for each charge.
Each sale or rendering of service requires a voucher which must
be immediately sent to the front office for posting to the guest's
account. The record book records each sale by voucher number,
so that any transaction can be easily traced. In case both cash and
charge sales are made, a combination of the two methods is used.
When the hotel does not run the department, the total amount of
the charge sales, less any commission, is turned over to the lessee
at the end of each month.
The Controller and the Daily Audit
Every day the controller audits the income for the preceding
business day. He must completely verify all sales records and
check to see that the night auditor has done his work correctly.
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In addition he is in charge of the kitchen checking and the restaurant cashiers.
There is little work for the controller in auditing the room sales,
since they have already been checked by the night auditor. The
housekeeper's report, which the controller receives is a most important check on the room occupancy figures.
"Sometimes persons connected with the management attempt to give service without charge, keeping no record
whatsoever, for the purpose of defrauding the owners. Unless a separate record be kept of the rooms occupied, such
fraud is difficult to detect. 1116
This separate record is the housekeeper's report. It is merely a
simple form which lists all the rooms in the hotel, with space left
to check the condition in which the room is found. A room may
be classified as occupied, not occupied or out of order —that is,
vacant but not available for sale because of repairs in progress.
The report is checked against the transcript so that any rooms
illegally occupied will be discovered. It is absolutely necessary,
therefore, that all "complimented" rooms —those which are given
free of charge to celebrities, etc., are included in the transcript, so
that the records will check. Every hotel uses the same type of
housekeeper's report although the form may vary slightly.
The controller now checks the total room sales by a simple calculation. Starting with the sales for the preceding day, he adds
the total rate of arrivals and the total new rate of changes. From
this total he deducts the total rate of departures and the total old
rate of changes. The resulting balance should then equal the room
sales for the day. Some hotels require a complete audit of room
sales by the controller, but this is rare at the present time. It is
also the controller's duty to test the accuracy of the transcript
sheets, by testing the correctness of additions. He must also prove
the total of the cash receipts and disbursements.
The controller's next job is to audit the restaurant sales. He
first verifies that none of the waiters' checks are missing by comparing the waiters' signature book with the record for the previous day to see that no checks are missing between the two days
and then seeing that none of the checks distributed that day are
16
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missing. Then the checks are compared with the cashier's sheets
and the additions are verified. The final step is to prove the totals
of the cashier's sheets and check them against the checking machine totals, the checker's sheets, or duplicates, depending on the
system used. If a waiter's check is missing, it is first ascertained
whether the waiter has the stub. If he can produce it, the cashier
who stamped it will be held responsible, but if he cannot the responsibility is his.
The controller should frequently compare the checks with the
bill of fare to see that the checker is putting the correct prices on
the checks. Of course it is not necessary to test all checks in this
manner, a sample lot being sufficient.
The audit of minor departments is relatively simple. All that
the controller must do is check the sales records of the departments against the transcript and see that all vouchers are located. With cash sales, the clerk's record is checked against the
cash register reading.
All cash receipts must now be checked. This is done by preparing a list of the amounts each cashier is responsible for and comparing this list with the money received by the accounting office.
Since all charges have previously been proven, the sales records
can now be considered correct.
The Daily Revenue Report
With the daily audit completed, the controller next prepares his
report to the management, commonly called the "daily revenue report." This is a comprehensive report of great importance, containing, in addition to a summary of all departmental revenue for
the day, important statistics on the hotel's cash position, room
sales, food sales, and payroll.
In addition to showing the departmental sales for the day, the
revenue for the month to date is shown and compared with that
of the same month to date of the previous year. The increase or
decrease, both actual and percentage, is shown. This affords a
valuable index of the progress of the business for the management.
The cash position part of the report shows only the beginning
balance, the receipts and disbursements, and the closing balance;
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it is valuable, however, since it brings to light any serious change
in the cash position.
The rooms statistics are extremely important. Figures are given
for the number of rooms occupied, the number of guests, the average rate per guest, the average rate per room, and the percentage
of occupancy. The average room rate and the percentage of occupancy, discussed in detail previously, are recognized as the two
most important indices of a hotel's success, so they are naturally
of immense value to the management. Transient and permanent
guest figures are shown separately, while the total is compared
with that of the same day of the last month and of the last year.
Progress or retrogression can thus easily be noted.
Food sales are broken down in two ways. Sales for each meal
— breakfast, luncheon, dinner and supper —are shown separately
as are the sales for each individual restaurant or "room" as the
report terms it. Both the number of persons served and the
amount of business are given. Beverage sales are broken down
only into the daily total for each "room." Some reports also show
the food cost per dollar sale for the day, the month to date, and
the month last year.
At the bottom of the report are the payroll figures, important
since the payroll is the largest single expense item. Figures for
rooms, food, beverages, and other departments are shown separately and comparisons of the month to date with the last month
and the same month of the previous year are made.
It must be remembered that the extent of detail in the report
depends to a large degree on the desires of the management and
especially on the size of the hotel. In all but the smallest hotels,
however, the report contains sufficient detail to be of inestimable
value to the management.
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